Announcements

• Please remember to fill in the questionnaire
  – See instructions you received by email
  – Try your cern.ch address if you have one (and one or more other email addresses)

• Visits
  – All visits start at 14:00 from the steps of the main building (where the photo was taken)
Please refrain from using laptops during the lectures

Especially not for email, other work, or LOUD TYPING ....

You might have noticed this request
• Do you need WLAN during the lectures? Why? Just for downloading lectures?
• Would you have accepted your place in the school if you had known there would be no WLAN during the lectures?
• Timing of the school (collision with summer conferences)?
  – How can we minimize the pressure to do other work in parallel?

• Level of lectures
  – Too Easy? Too hard? Less overview in exchange for more detail on selected topics?

• Discussion sessions
  – Useful? Should there be explicit exercises?

• Other general comments?